Library Services & Instructional Materials
930-B OAK STREET SE, ABQ, NM 87106
(SOUTHEAST SIDE OF BLUE BUILDING)

DIRECTIONS:

- From I-40, merge onto I-25 S, take exit 224(Lead) toward Coal Ave, travel on Coal going EAST to University Blvd.
- Turn right going SOUTH on University to Basehart, make a right on Basehart. After passing CNM parking lot, make the first right turn onto Vance Emory Lane (this street is unmarked), travel on the paved road downhill and make the first left turn into chain link fence. FOLLOW RED ARROWS on map.
- Library Services & Instructional Materials is a blue building addressed 930-B Oak St., go to the SOUTHEAST SIDE of 930-B.

Need help finding us? Please call 848-8889